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Tales with Tails

Animal Stories for Young People
“A glimpse of what our animal friends
might really be thinking”

By the Writers of Pen & Rose
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rom the Arctic, to the African savannah, to the streets of
Harlem U.S.A., Tales with Tales brings a fresh
perspective to the seldom-seen world of nine different animals. These
stories are as delightful as they are thought provoking. A great read for
young people!
Pen & Rose Children’s Books Writers Group is a group of New York area writers and artists who gather
monthly to share, enjoy and critique new works. Their love of animals inspired the creation of their first published
book Tales with Tails. For more information about Pen & Rose, visit www.penandrose.com.
Harlin Jacque Publications produces fun and educational books designed to support the social and emotional
development of students, and help teachers raise literacy levels by encouraging critical thinking, self-esteem, and
creative writing through strategies based on Best Practice and State Standards. Over the past twenty years, founder
Dr. Lindamichelle Baron, has sold more than a quarter million books to school systems, libraries, churches, and
literacy organizations across the nation. For more information about Harlin Jacque Publications go to
www.lindamichellebaron.com.

Praise for Tales with Tails
There is intelligent life on this planet — and some of it is four-footed! This collection of stories is surprising,
sometimes funny, and always thought provoking...
— Denise Lewis Patrick
Author of Ma Dear’s Old Green House
The Adventures of Midnight Son, and Red Dancing Shoes
...an excellent collection of tales that teach the reader there are many ways to see the world. It also has a
humorous touch when we see human frailties exemplified in the natural world.
— Sandra Kennedy Bright, Library Media Consultant
Director (Emeritus), Office of School Library Services
N.Y.C. Department of Education
…an elegant collection of stories and poems…should keep young readers returning to this volume for
inspiration and entertainment!
— Bernette Ford, Color-Bridge Books
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